New observations of early and dynamic expression of Notch in developing lepidopteran wings suggests that this signalling pathway may function in defining the central focus that will specify the butterfly eyespot colour pattern. 
Many genes have known functions in development of the (colourless) Drosophila wing, and orthologs of some of these are expressed in butterfly wing discs as in fly discs, but with extra features seemingly related to formation of colour pattern [6] [7] [8] . Hence, in mid fifth larval stage, Distal-less (Dll) is expressed in a broad distal band, as in Drosophila, but with rays extending in along the midlines of wing-cells -the regions between successive lacunae. These rays either fade or, in wing-cells that will bear eyespots, resolve into small focal spots [7] . Subsequently, in the early pupal wing epidermis, Dll and genes encoding other transcription factors become expressed in concentric zones that prefigure the eyespot colour rings [8] .
Spatial patterns are specified by cell interactions, however, so signalling pathways must be involved. Reed and Serfas [4] have now studied Notch expression in the larval discs of three eyespot-bearing species of nymphalid butterflies. They found that Notch expression in these species is up-regulated in a dynamic pattern -with midline rays which resolve into focal spots -that resembles, but distinctly precedes, expression of Dll (Figure 1 ). The focal expression of Notch probably also precedes that of hedgehog (hh) in the adjacent cells [4, 9] .
Notch encodes the transmembrane receptor for the conserved, short-range Notch signalling pathway. Binding of an external signal, such as Delta, activates the Notch receptor and ultimately changes gene transcription in the responding cell. One consequence can be the up-regulation of Notch (and repression of Delta) transcription, forming a positive feedback loop [10] . In this way, the Notch pathway operates as a lateral inhibition mechanism in the segregation of individual neural cells from their neighbours. In the Drosophila wing, the Notch pathway acts in the formation of linear boundaries, between dorsal and ventral surfaces and, later, along the differentiating veins [10] . In butterfly wings, the distribution of signals is still unknown, but the pattern of Notch up-regulation does suggest that this signalling pathway may be involved in defining the midline between lacunae and in positioning stable Dll expression along it, establishing the focus [4] .
Long before gene expression was examined in butterflies, Nijhout [1] suggested that an eyespot focus could become established at a midline location within the wing-cell, by the operation of a lateral inhibition/reaction-diffusion patterning system [11] . Briefly, if haemolymph in the proximal and lateral lacunae of a wing-cell provides an initial source of the reactants, interactions within the epidermis can cause concentrations to build up along the distal part of the midline and, with appropriate parameter values, to stabilise as a discrete central peak which could then specify the focus [1] . While the match between this model and the observed dynamic expression patterns is not exact -for example, expression is initially along the distal, but not the proximal or lateral, lacuna -it is very intriguing, for Dll [12] and, particularly, for Notch, which is known to mediate lateral inhibition in other contexts [10] .
Strictly, the analysis of gene expression patterns can provide only circumstantial evidenceconsistent with, but not proof of, gene function in eyespot specification. In the case of Dll, further strong circumstantial evidence comes from the demonstration [13] that allelic variation at the Dll locus is associated with differences in eyespot size produced by artificial selection. The analysis of developmental mechanisms, however, requires ways of experimentally manipulating gene expression and, so far, attempts ectopically to express candidate genes in larval wing discs by using viral vectors, or to abrogate expression with injected oligonucleotides, have not been successful. The most promising route to establishing the function of Notch (and other genes) may now be to use germline transformation to manipulate expression during eyespot development [14] . 
